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sinhala ˈ s ɪ n h ə l ə ˈ s ɪ ŋ ə l ə sin hə lə sing ə lə sinhala ස හල siṁhala ˈsiŋɦələ sometimes called sinhalese ˌ s ɪ n
h ə ˈ l iː z ˌ s ɪ ŋ ɡ ə ˈ l iː z sin h ə leez sing g ə leez is an indo aryan language primarily spoken by the sinhalese
people of sri lanka who sinhalese language indo aryan language one of the two official languages of sri lanka it
was taken there by colonists from northern india about the 5th century bc because of its isolation from the other
indo aryan tongues of mainland india sinhalese developed along independent lines spoken in sri lanka first
written 9th century ad writing system sinhala alphabets status official and national language in sri lanka sinhala
is also known as sinhalese or singhala the latter version is closer to the pronunciation native name their
language belongs to the indo european family most sinhalese are agriculturalists the low country sinhalese of
the southern and western coastal regions have been heavily influenced by european culture while the kandyan
sinhalese of the highlands are more traditional the sinhalese people speak sinhala an insular indo aryan
language sinhalese people are predominantly theravada buddhists although a significant minority of sinhalese
follow branches of christianity and other religions as per 2016 the sinhala language is mostly spoken by the
sinhalese people who constitute approximately 74 9 of the national population and total about 16 6 million
however around 80 of the population are able to speak sinhala it uses the sinhala abugida script which is
derived from the ancient brahmi script sinhala or sinhalese earlier referred to as singhalese is the language of
the sinhalese they are largest ethnic group of sri lanka it belongs to the indo aryan language family sinhala has
two varieties forms spoken and written the former being the most popular form the sinhalese are a people who
speak the sinhala language live in the southwestern region of sri lanka formerly ceylon and are predominantly
of the theravada buddhist faith the name derives from a term meaning dwelling of lions an allusion to the
mythical founder an indian princess who mated with a lion sinhala sometimes called sinhalese is an indo aryan
language primarily spoken by the sinhalese people of sri lanka who make up the largest ethnic group on the
island numbering about 16 million sinhala is also spoken as the first language by other ethnic groups in sri lanka
totalling about 2 million speakers as of 2001 orientation identification and location the sinhalese speak the
sinhala language live in the southwestern portion of sri lanka formerly ceylon and are predominantly of the
theravada buddhist faith the name derives from the term for dwelling of lions an allusion to the mythical
founder an indian princess who mated with a lion a member of the indo aryan sub group within the indo
european language family sinhalese is one of sri lanka s official languages it is used by over 16 million people as
their first language and another 4 million people speak sinhalese as their second language sinhala is an indo
aryan language and has its roots in classical indian languages but is spoken nowhere else in the subcontinent it
is therefore related to modern north indian languages such as hindi bengali gujarati marathi punjabi and
kashmiri also described as an indo aryan language and sometimes called sinhalese the same name as the
people it was brought to sri lanka by the north indian peoples that settled the island beginning in the fifth
century b c because of the relatively geographical isolation of these people from other indo aryan tongues
sinhala developed in a unique way sinhala language sri lanka malay language sri lankan sign language sri
lankan tamil dialects tamil language telugu language vedda language categories culture of sri lanka languages
by country languages of asia by country languages of south asia sinhala evolved through the intermingling of
the tamil pali and sanskrit languages the term sihala lion in pali occurs for the first time in sri lankan sources in
the dipavamsa 4th 5th century a d welcome sinhala ස හල singhala singhalese sinhalese belongs to the indo
aryan branch of the indo european language family it is the majority language of sri lanka where it is spoken by
15 5 million people as a first language and by 2 million people as a second language ethnologue sinhala or
sinhalese earlier referred to as singhalese is the language of the sinhalese they are largest ethnic group of sri
lanka it belongs to the indo aryan language family quick facts pronunciation native to close sinhala has two
varieties forms spoken and written the former being the most popular form sinhala also known as sinhalese is
an indo aryan language primarily spoken by the sinhalese people who are the largest ethnic group in sri lanka it
holds the status of being one of the official languages of the country alongside tamil summary the sinhalese are
the major ethnic group in Śrī laṅkā inhabiting nearly the whole length and breadth of the island they speak an
indo european language of the indo iranian branch which is held to originate in northwestern india going back to
at least the fifth century bc the sinhala script sinhala ස හල අක ෂර ම ල ව romanized siṁhala akṣara mālāva also
known as sinhalese script is a writing system used by the sinhalese people and most sri lankans in sri lanka and
elsewhere to write the sinhala language as well as the liturgical languages pali and sanskrit 3



sinhala language wikipedia
Apr 19 2024

sinhala ˈ s ɪ n h ə l ə ˈ s ɪ ŋ ə l ə sin hə lə sing ə lə sinhala ස හල siṁhala ˈsiŋɦələ sometimes called sinhalese ˌ s ɪ n
h ə ˈ l iː z ˌ s ɪ ŋ ɡ ə ˈ l iː z sin h ə leez sing g ə leez is an indo aryan language primarily spoken by the sinhalese
people of sri lanka who

sinhalese language sri lanka indo aryan pali britannica
Mar 18 2024

sinhalese language indo aryan language one of the two official languages of sri lanka it was taken there by
colonists from northern india about the 5th century bc because of its isolation from the other indo aryan
tongues of mainland india sinhalese developed along independent lines

sinhala alphabet pronunciation and language omniglot
Feb 17 2024

spoken in sri lanka first written 9th century ad writing system sinhala alphabets status official and national
language in sri lanka sinhala is also known as sinhalese or singhala the latter version is closer to the
pronunciation native name

sinhalese ceylon language culture britannica
Jan 16 2024

their language belongs to the indo european family most sinhalese are agriculturalists the low country sinhalese
of the southern and western coastal regions have been heavily influenced by european culture while the
kandyan sinhalese of the highlands are more traditional

sinhalese people wikipedia
Dec 15 2023

the sinhalese people speak sinhala an insular indo aryan language sinhalese people are predominantly
theravada buddhists although a significant minority of sinhalese follow branches of christianity and other
religions

languages of sri lanka wikipedia
Nov 14 2023

as per 2016 the sinhala language is mostly spoken by the sinhalese people who constitute approximately 74 9
of the national population and total about 16 6 million however around 80 of the population are able to speak
sinhala it uses the sinhala abugida script which is derived from the ancient brahmi script

sinhala language simple english wikipedia the free
Oct 13 2023

sinhala or sinhalese earlier referred to as singhalese is the language of the sinhalese they are largest ethnic
group of sri lanka it belongs to the indo aryan language family sinhala has two varieties forms spoken and
written the former being the most popular form



sinhalese encyclopedia com
Sep 12 2023

the sinhalese are a people who speak the sinhala language live in the southwestern region of sri lanka formerly
ceylon and are predominantly of the theravada buddhist faith the name derives from a term meaning dwelling
of lions an allusion to the mythical founder an indian princess who mated with a lion

sinhala language wikiwand
Aug 11 2023

sinhala sometimes called sinhalese is an indo aryan language primarily spoken by the sinhalese people of sri
lanka who make up the largest ethnic group on the island numbering about 16 million sinhala is also spoken as
the first language by other ethnic groups in sri lanka totalling about 2 million speakers as of 2001

sinhalese ehraf world cultures
Jul 10 2023

orientation identification and location the sinhalese speak the sinhala language live in the southwestern portion
of sri lanka formerly ceylon and are predominantly of the theravada buddhist faith the name derives from the
term for dwelling of lions an allusion to the mythical founder an indian princess who mated with a lion

origins of the sinhala language a tale that spans millennia
Jun 09 2023

a member of the indo aryan sub group within the indo european language family sinhalese is one of sri lanka s
official languages it is used by over 16 million people as their first language and another 4 million people speak
sinhalese as their second language

the lexicography of sinhala springerlink
May 08 2023

sinhala is an indo aryan language and has its roots in classical indian languages but is spoken nowhere else in
the subcontinent it is therefore related to modern north indian languages such as hindi bengali gujarati marathi
punjabi and kashmiri

sinhala language of sri lanka s sinhalese history words
Apr 07 2023

also described as an indo aryan language and sometimes called sinhalese the same name as the people it was
brought to sri lanka by the north indian peoples that settled the island beginning in the fifth century b c because
of the relatively geographical isolation of these people from other indo aryan tongues sinhala developed in a
unique way

category languages of sri lanka wikipedia
Mar 06 2023

sinhala language sri lanka malay language sri lankan sign language sri lankan tamil dialects tamil language
telugu language vedda language categories culture of sri lanka languages by country languages of asia by
country languages of south asia



origin of the sinhala language and the sinhalese sri lanka
Feb 05 2023

sinhala evolved through the intermingling of the tamil pali and sanskrit languages the term sihala lion in pali
occurs for the first time in sri lankan sources in the dipavamsa 4th 5th century a d

sinhalese language dialects structure mustgo
Jan 04 2023

welcome sinhala ස හල singhala singhalese sinhalese belongs to the indo aryan branch of the indo european
language family it is the majority language of sri lanka where it is spoken by 15 5 million people as a first
language and by 2 million people as a second language ethnologue

sinhala language wikiwand
Dec 03 2022

sinhala or sinhalese earlier referred to as singhalese is the language of the sinhalese they are largest ethnic
group of sri lanka it belongs to the indo aryan language family quick facts pronunciation native to close sinhala
has two varieties forms spoken and written the former being the most popular form

sinhala vs sinhalese when and how can you use each one
Nov 02 2022

sinhala also known as sinhalese is an indo aryan language primarily spoken by the sinhalese people who are the
largest ethnic group in sri lanka it holds the status of being one of the official languages of the country alongside
tamil

reconstructing the population history of the sinhalese the
Oct 01 2022

summary the sinhalese are the major ethnic group in Śrī laṅkā inhabiting nearly the whole length and breadth of
the island they speak an indo european language of the indo iranian branch which is held to originate in
northwestern india going back to at least the fifth century bc

sinhala script wikipedia
Aug 31 2022

the sinhala script sinhala ස හල අක ෂර ම ල ව romanized siṁhala akṣara mālāva also known as sinhalese script is a
writing system used by the sinhalese people and most sri lankans in sri lanka and elsewhere to write the sinhala
language as well as the liturgical languages pali and sanskrit 3
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